
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

If 2017 was the year to HODL, then 2018 was the year to BUIDL™; and in many respects, 2018 was a momentous year for the crypto 
industry. In this year’s Crypto-in-Review, we discuss the four must-follow trends for traders, which we believe will drive meaningful 
industry impact into 2019 and beyond. Though 2018 represented a tough year, there remain significant challenges and hurdles. 
Looking forward, we’re optimistic on the long-term evolution of the markets, driven by new products across diverse entrants. We’re 
encouraged by examples of novel legal frameworks that will bring additional clarity to the industry and promote new, disruptive 
competition against the incumbency. And lastly, we’re excited about near-term efforts to bring cryptocurrency to commercial scale. 
Though we discuss and draw on several headwinds early into 2019, we feel that the market has begun to properly discount not only 
the risk, but also a reasoned expectation around the pace of change. Remember, bitcoin has been declared dead in the short-run 
over 300 times, but ten years later, we’re still here.

+ ICOs: seeds of the bust sown during the boom. Between 2017 and 2018, ICOs raised $28 billion in funding from thousands 
of participants, spanning over 1,500 projects.2 In hindsight, crowdfunding billions of dollars for protocols based on lofty, 20-page 
whitepapers turned out to be a social experiment in bubble logic, but it proved out a formidable capital formation vehicle, generating 
the equivalent of 47% of total US IPO proceeds during 2018.3 However impressive, the expansion of market breadth to over 2,000 
cryptocurrencies coupled with poor ICO treasury management, resulting in coordinated selling of bitcoin and ether in the back-half 
of 2018, exacerbated market fragility and declines in asset prices. Looking to 2019, we’re paying close attention to net ICO issuance 
rates and ICO volumes, which may decline upwards of 70% year-over-year, driven by fewer ICOs and the absence of mega raises. In 
particular, estimated ICO issuances net of ICO failure rates will turn negative for the first time in 1Q 2019, an important indicator of 
market re-consolidation and an opportunity for traders to express a view informed by fundamentals.

DISCLOSURES
This report has been prepared solely for informative purposes and should not be the basis for making investment decisions or be construed as a recommendation to engage in investment 
transactions or be taken to suggest an investment strategy with respect to any financial instrument or the issuers thereof. This report has not been prepared in accordance with the legal 
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. Reports 
issued by Payward, Inc. (“Kraken”) or its affiliates are not related to the provision of advisory services regarding investment, tax, legal, financial, accounting, consulting or any other related 
services and are not recommendations to buy, sell, or hold any asset. The information contained in this report is based on sources considered to be reliable, but not guaranteed to be 
accurate or complete. Any opinions or estimates expressed herein reflect a judgment made as of this date, and are subject to change without notice. Kraken will not be liable whatsoever 
for any direct or consequential loss arising from the use of this publication/communication or its contents. Kraken and its affiliates hold positions in digital assets and may now or in the 
future hold a position in the subject of this research.

1 Bitcoin has been pronounced “dead” on more than 300 occasions (https://99bitcoins.com/bitcoinobituaries/)
2 ICO data from CoinSchedule ICO stats (https://www.coinschedule.com/stats.html)
3 IPO data from Renaissance Capital IPO stats (https://www.renaissancecapital.com/IPO-Center/Stats)
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4 CME and CBOE bitcoin futures notional data from Bloomberg Terminal (https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/solution/bloomberg-terminal/)
5 BitInfoCharts historical average transaction fee for bitcoin protocol (https://bitinfocharts.com/comparison/transactionfees-price-btc.html)
6 SegWit adoption trend data from Bitcoin Visuals (https://bitcoinvisuals.com/chain-tx-block)
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+ Institutional investors: their bark is worse than their bite. The collapse in asset prices, particularly alt coins, had traders turn 
their hopes to a long-awaited savior: the “institutional investor.” The rallying cries were deafening, and the drum beats rhythmic: 2018 
would be the year fund managers around the world steer billions into cryptocurrencies. Though over $40 billion of notional bitcoin 
futures volume traded on the CME and CBOE exchanges during 2018,4 the crypto industry impatiently sought the sticky, long-term 
assets under management (AUM) of the institutional investor. Several factors delayed their entrance: a lack of high-quality custody 
solutions, ETF application denials, ongoing regulatory uncertainty, and a snap bear market across most traditional asset classes. 
Despite significant progress in custodial products, we believe there is a low likelihood (10% probability) of an ETF approval in 2019, 
coupled with slow regulatory progress and a delay in investor appetite given a risk-off mentality in traditional asset classes. OTC 
markets and venture capital continue to represent bright spots for institutional participation as investors look for ways to enter the 
crypto industry.
 
+ Regulation: clear as mud. We all hoped 2018 would bring much-needed regulatory clarity. Instead, the year was mired by 
continued uncertainty and enforcement actions. Regulators around the world, particularly in the United States and Japan, specifically 
targeted ICOs, funds, and exchanges. In rare cases, novel legal frameworks were introduced, notably in Switzerland and in Malta, 
to define, classify, and regulate cryptocurrencies accordingly. We expect slow progress on any meaningful regulatory guidance in 
2019; instead, traders should note key, global legislative developments in 2019 and beyond to inform the future of cryptocurrency 
regulation.
 
+ Blockchain scaling: so much little time and so little much to do. The dramatic flux of new users in late-2017 and early-2018 
exposed the limitations of protocol scaling. Blockchain throughput plateaued, memory pools were congested, and network fees 
hit record-levels.5 New market participants struggled to associate cryptocurrency UX with the future while asking “when Visa-level 
throughput?” Developers for bitcoin and ethereum led the charge on the scaling roadmap in 2018, including the launch of the 
Lightning Network and the reprioritization of Casper and sharding. Meanwhile, adoption of SegWit on the bitcoin protocol steadily 
climbed, now representing 30% - 40% of transactions.6 The scaling debate will remain critical in 2019 with respect to shaping future 
market expectations on the viability and long-term success of blockchain technology.
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The ICO boom-and-bust cycle began in earnest in 2Q 2017, extending all the way through 2Q 2018 before meaningfully slowing down. 
The majority of ICOs raised capital by accepting bitcoin or ether in exchange for newly-minted tokens, and in the process locked up 
large swaths of crypto supply in ICO treasuries. Consider that roughly $6.6 billion – largely in the form of bitcoin and ether – was 
raised in 2017 alone, 50x the cumulative ICO funding of all prior years. This trend continued with an additional $21.5 billion raised 
during 2018.7 Below we plot monthly ICO statistics alongside estimated net ICO issue (“birth”) and failure (“death”) rates.

7 ICO data from CoinSchedule ICO stats (https://www.coinschedule.com/stats.html)
8 Data on tradable cryptocurrencies from CoinMarketCap (https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/)
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ICOs: seeds of the bust sown during the boom

Key Takeaways:
 » Fewer ICOs will come to market in 2019, resulting in a 70% year-over-year decline in ICO volumes
 » Projects will stall and “die”  as teams fail to realize demand and deplete depreciated runways more quickly
 » The market will re-consolidate into major assets (e.g. bitcoin, ether), and better respond to fundamentals

Per figure 1, ICO issuances in late-2017 and early-2018 contributed to a large supply swell of tradable cryptocurrencies, causing a 
deconsolidation in markets. As the number of assets and asset values grew tremendously, hitting a peak of nearly $1 trillion in market 
cap in early 1Q 2018, pressure mounted to attract incremental buyers to feed the beast. To highlight the stark increase in market 
breadth, there are now over 2,000 tradable cryptocurrencies, nearly double the number of assets at the end of 2017.8
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The observed market behavior closely follows the five distinct phases of 
a bubble, as described by the late economist Charles P. Kindleberger, and 
paraphrased by John Mauldin:9

 » Displacement
 » Boom
 » Euphoria
 » Crisis
 » Revulsion
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9 “Anatomy of Bubbles and Crashes,” Pragmatic Capitalism (https://www.pragcap.com/anatomy-of-bubbles-and-crashes/)
10 “Block.one just raised a $4 billion ICO,”  Business Insider (https://www.businessinsider.com/blockone-raises-4-billion-ico-2018-6)
11 ICO treasury balance data from Diar (https://diar.co/ethereum-ico-treasury-balances/)
12 “Why Companies Fail -- and How Their Founders Can Bounce Back,” Harvard Business School (https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/why-companies-failand-how-their-founders-can-bounce-back)
13 “144 ICOs Launched During 2017 Failed Last Year,” Bitcoin News (https://news.bitcoin.com/144-icos-2017-failed/)
14 “Digital Tulips? Returns to Investors in Initial Coin Offerings,” Boston College (https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3182169)
15 “46% of Last Year’s ICOs Have Failed Already,” Bitcoin News (https://news.bitcoin.com/46-last-years-icos-failed-already/)

Though the graphic is illustrative, the overlay of ether performance between 2017 - 2018 against the phases of a boom-and-bust cycle 
in figure 4 is striking. Markets entered a displacement regime with the excitement of a technological revolution, followed by a boom 
in ICO activity and the euphoria associated with being early to the disruption. As the supply of new assets grew and fresh demand 
subsided, the market grew fragile and downward price volatility set off a crisis path through the remainder of 2018.

Adding salt to the wound, ICOs were caught off guard with rapidly depreciating treasury funds dedicated to development, bounties, 
and grantmaking for new protocols. Diar estimates the largest 50 ICOs of 2017 and 2018 alone sold 1.6 million ether in 2018, 
which doesn’t include the 7.1 million ether that EOS raised and subsequently brought to market10 or the hundreds of other ICOs that 
participated in the race to sell troves of bitcoin and ether.

We believe the market is poised to re-consolidate in 2019 as ICOs fail, which we broadly define as a project that is unable to 
progress against its roadmap and cultivate adoption, due to abandonment, lack of funding, or poor product-market fit. Based on 
balances reported by Diar, the top 50 ICOs have 3 million ether remaining, worth $450 million, a far cry from the more than $5 billion 
in treasury reported in January 2018.11 Though this analysis covers ether balances, it’s likely that bitcoin treasuries were equally 
impacted by the decline in asset values. Due to the precipitous decline in treasury values, we believe ICOs will follow similar (or 
worse) failure rates relative to traditional VC-backed startups instead of lingering on like overfunded zombies.

We assume an ICO failure rate ranging from 65% to 85% over a two-year period, informed by research conducted by Shikhar Ghosh 
of Harvard12 and several reported failure rates in the crypto industry.13,14,15 Based on these assumptions, estimated ICO deaths peaked 
at a rate of 45 to 62 per month in December 2018, which we anticipate will moderate to roughly 50 per month in 2019. We also 
assume ICO births will trough in January and February of 2019, following our observation of a strong 2-month lag in the correlation 
between ICO births and ether prices. On balance, 1Q 2019 will post the first negative net ICO birth rate (ICO deaths exceed ICO births) 
in history. In all, around 600 ICOs will bow out of the market in 2019. Lastly, based on an average crowdsale size of $10 million, we 
estimate aggregate 2019 ICO volumes will decline to $6.3 billion, representing a 70% decline from 2018 levels. Much of this decline is 
driven by our assumption of no mega ICO raises in 2019.

Despite the doom-and-gloom of this prognostication, finding an equilibrium in ICO formation is necessary for the market to re-
consolidate. We consider this environment to be much healthier for traders who wish to form and express their views without the 
frothiness of ICO flows impacting their positioning. A market that is responsive to fundamentals is an important foundation for longer-
term stability. Over the course of this year, we plan to track and update our monitor of ICO formation rates, which we believe will 
serve as an important barometer of market health.
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The crypto industry has been mystified by the absence of the elusive institutional investor since 2017. Back then, rising asset 
prices coupled with the launch of CME and CBOE bitcoin futures were sure to bring the first wave of early adopters. After a sudden 
drawdown in asset values, pundits were quick to blame these very same derivative contracts for cryptocurrencies’ fall.16 Focus then 
shifted towards the lack of regulated, insured custody solutions, but by the time a number of providers launched services in mid-
to-late-2018, the thunder of the institutional stampede felt more like the slow drip from a leaky faucet. Equally disappointing, the long-
awaited bitcoin ETF failed to cross the finish line as the SEC denied three separate applications. On all accounts, 2018 was a major 
disappointment relative to early expectations of meaningful institutional participation. In this section, we pick apart some of these 
details to highlight trends and key catalysts to monitor with respect to potential institutional participation.

Derivatives

The introduction of CME- and CBOE-traded bitcoin futures in December 2017 was a pivotal moment for the crypto industry. These 
contracts were the first, regulated derivatives available to institutional investors at major trading venues. Per figure 5 below, notional 
volumes followed an upward trend for the majority of the year, declining in 4Q 2018 with the drawdown in bitcoin prices and volatility. 
Despite the erratic month-to-month trends, total notional volume in 2018 exceeded $41 billion.17
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16 “How Futures Trading Changed Bitcoin Prices,” Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco (https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/publications/economic-letter/2018/may/how-futures-trading-changed-bitcoin-prices/)
17 CME and CBOE bitcoin futures notional data from Bloomberg Terminal (https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/solution/bloomberg-terminal/)

Institutional investors: their bark is worse than their bite

Key Takeaways:
 » Bitcoin notional volumes on the CME and CBOE exchanges exceeded $41 billion in 2018
 » New products, potentially including ether futures, and new targeted services (e.g. custody) are bright spots
 » The odds of a bitcoin ETF approval in 2019 are low (10%), given the SEC’s limited oversight of spot cryptocurrency markets
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In some respects, 2018 felt like a year of observation on the part of derivative exchanges and regulators. We expect 2019 will bring 
about several new derivative products from competing venues. Currently, we anticipate Bakkt’s physically-delivered bitcoin futures 
contract will launch by late-1Q 2019, though timing may slip into the following quarter as the initial rollout has been delayed several 
times.18 We also expect to see derivatives products from NASDAQ19 and ErisX to arrive in 2019.20 The expansion of derivatives, 
including products on cryptocurrencies other than bitcoin, will be important indicators of institutional appetite for this asset class. 
In particular, physically-delivered derivatives contracts will be the first engagement with the underlying spot product for many 
participants. Likewise, a physically-delivered contract has ramifications for commercial adoption of cryptocurrency as a payment 
method, whereby merchants use derivative contracts to hedge crypto FX rate exposure.

Custody & Insurance

On the custody front, a handful of firms have released regulated offerings via broker-dealers and trust entities in the United States, 
but demand has been fairly limited. Most institutional investors avoid self-custody due to regulatory and risk management concerns. 
However, traditional prime brokers and custodians, including bulge bracket banks, have struggled or delayed plans to offer digital 
asset custody solutions. Additionally, many investors highlight the lack of comprehensive insurance coverage of custodied balances. 
In his CFTC FinTech Forward keynote presentation, Andre McGregor of TLDR Capital noted that global underwriting capacity for 
cryptocurrency insurance policies extends to only several billion dollars due to limited loss history. Insurance premiums also range 
from anywhere between 0.75% to 3.00% of the insured value of the assets, which is relatively expensive compared with other 
assets.21 The Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC) charges US broker-dealers 0.15% of revenue for coverage,22 which 
equates to 0.0007% of asset value using average total assets-to-revenue ratios.23 Looking to 2019, we are following ongoing 
developments from emerging qualified custody providers, including: Fidelity,24 BitGo,25 Citigroup,26 Bank Frick,27 Swiss Crypto Vault,28 
and Coinbase.29 Likewise, Goldman Sachs, BNY Mellon, JP Morgan Chase, and Northern Trust are all reportedly exploring custody 
solutions of their own.30 On the insurance front, Lloyds of London,31 Aon, and others32 have officially entered the space, and although 
industry exposure limits are still low (around $6 billion),33 we anticipate high fees and better education will encourage more providers 
and higher exposure limits, though this may prove a multi-year process.

18 Bakkt bitcoin daily futures launch update (https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/futures_us/exchange_notices/ICE_Futures_US-Notice_BitcoinLaunch20181231.pdf)
19 “Nasdaq Plans to Pursue Bitcoin Futures Despite Plunging Prices, Sources Say,” Bloomberg (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-27/nasdaq-is-said-to-pursue-bitcoin-futures-despite-plunging-prices)
20 ErisX press release on digital asset space (https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20181204005121/en/ErisX-Positioned-Dominate-Digital-Asset-Space-Support)
21 Andre McGregor CFTC FinTech Forward keynote presentation (October 2018) (https://youtu.be/5S8BZOdp0lY?t=13009)
22 SIPC effective member assessment rate (https://www.sipc.org/for-members/assessment-rate)
23 Kraken analysis, financial data from Charles Schwab, TD Ameritrade, and e-Trade financial reports
24 Fidelity launch announcement for Fidelity Digital Assets (https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20181015005732/en/Fidelity%C2%AE-Launches-New-Company-Fidelity-Digital-Assets%E2%84%A0)
25 BitGo Trust Company launch announcement (https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180913005218/en/Announcing-BitGo-Trust-Company-Regulated-Qualified-Custodian)
26 “Citigroup has created a new, less risky way of investing in crypto,” Business Insider (https://www.businessinsider.com/citigroup-exploring-crypto-digital-asset-receipt-2018-9?international=true&r=US&IR=T)
27 “Bank Frick allows direct investments in leading cryptocurrencies,” Bank Frick (https://www.bankfrick.li/en/about-bank-frick/media/bank-frick-allows-direct-investments-in-leading-cryptocurrencies)
28 “The next generation crypto storage,” Bitcoin Suisse and Swiss Gold Safe JV announcement (https://www.bitcoinsuisse.ch/news/launch-of-swiss-crypto-vault-the-next-generation-crypto-storage/)
29 Coinbase Custody launch announcement (https://blog.coinbase.com/coinbase-custody-is-officially-open-for-business-182c297d65d9?gi=687365a1af55)
30 “Goldman Sachs is Considering a Custody Offering for Crypto Funds,” Bloomberg (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-06/goldman-is-said-to-consider-custody-offering-for-crypto-funds)
31 “Lloyd’s of London Makes Quiet Entrance Into Crypto Insurance Market,” CoinDesk (https://www.coindesk.com/lloyds-of-london-makes-quiet-entrance-into-crypto-insurance-market)
32 “Winklevoss’s Gemini Obtains Insurance for Crypto-Assets,” Bloomberg (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-10-03/winklevoss-s-gemini-obtains-crypto-asset-insurance-through-aon)
33 “The Crypto Insurance Market May Total $6 Billion. That’s Nowhere Near Enough,” CoinDesk (https://www.coindesk.com/the-crypto-insurance-market-may-total-6-billion-thats-nowhere-near-enough)
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ETF

Three separate applications for ETFs tied to bitcoin (either through direct holdings or through derivatives) were denied by the SEC in 
2018.34 Figure 7 provides the current status of each major applicant.  Recently, VanEck and SolidX ETF chose to temporarily withdraw 
their application, which was otherwise pending a decision by February 27, 2019.35 Two other ETF applications by the CBOE BZX 
Exchange and NYSE Arca were denied, but are currently pending commissioner review, the timing of which is uncertain. Bitwise also 
intends to file an application in the near future.36

34 SEC Federal Register for bitcoin-related applications (https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/search?conditions%5Bagencies%5D%5B%5D=securities-and-exchange-commission&conditions%5Bterm%5D=Bitcoin)
35 CBOE BZX Notice of Withdrawal of Proposed Rule Change for VanEck and SolidX Bitcoin Trust shares (https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboebzx/2019/34-84988.pdf)
36 “Bitwise Files for New Bitcoin ETF,” Bitwise Asset Management press release (https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/bitwise-files-for-new-bitcoin-etf-300776268.html?tc=eml_cleartime)
37 SEC request for comments on proceedings for the VanEck and SolidX Bitcoin Trust ETF application (https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/cboebzx/2018/34-84231.pdf)
38 “2018 is Officially ‘The Worst Year on Record” With 93% of All Assets Down,’ ZeroHedge and Deutsche Bank research (https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-12-21/2018-officially-worst-year-record-93-all-assets-down)

We ascribe a very low likelihood (10% probability) of a 
bitcoin ETF approval in the US in 2019 for two reasons: 
1) the SEC remains uneasy with the lack of regulatory 
oversight they have on cryptocurrency spot markets, 
either directly or through regulated intermediaries, 
enough to conjure up a long list of questions and 
concerns for their recent denials;37 and 2) depressed 
market conditions lessen the urgency from various 
stakeholders and customers for the SEC to address 
the matter altogether, among their other priorities. It’s 
possible that the dramatic fall in market prices may bias 
matters further. Had the SEC approved a bitcoin ETF 
in January of 2018, for example, buyers would have 
realized a loss upwards of 80% over the course of 2018. 
Anecdotally, there is frustration over the level of scrutiny 
applied to the bitcoin ETF. It is ironic that the ‘VIXsplosion’ 
of February 2018, which caused billions in losses as inverse VIX ETNs collapsed overnight, didn’t drum up nearly the same level of 
concern.

Institutional Investor Appetite

Traditional asset performance will play a major role in the risk appetite of institutional investors entering the crypto space. Consider 
that 2018 represented the first down year in US equity markets in a decade and, according to Deutsche Bank research, over 90% 
of assets produced negative YTD returns through December 20, 2018.38 While cryptocurrencies are relatively uncorrelated with 
traditional asset classes, it’s important to appreciate a portfolio manager’s appetite for risk in an environment where they struggle to 
preserve capital. Unless crypto volatility declines significantly and correlations against traditional risk-assets turn strongly negative, 
we expect tempered appetite towards ‘frontier’ investment opportunities like cryptocurrencies.

On the bright side, the OTC market continues to see green shoots of institutional activity. According to Kraken’s OTC desk, corporate 
entities including hedge funds and companies represent a majority of customer flow in a market that used to be dominated by high 
net worth individuals and family offices. We expect this mix trend to continue as new participants enter in 2019.
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Venture Capital

Venture capital (VC) also continues to show signs of life 
in the crypto space.39 In 2018, VCs invested more than $3 
billion in crypto companies, 360% higher than the near-
$900 million deployed in 2017.40 A number of VCs deepened 
their participation, including Andreessen Horowitz’s a16z VC 
arm, which raised a $300 million cryptocurrency-dedicated 
fund.41 VCs have been the favored vehicle thus far for some 
institutional investors. Endowment funds for Yale, Harvard, 
Stanford, MIT, Dartmouth, and the University of North Carolina 
are beginning to build exposure to the crypto space, likely as 
limited partners in VC funds.42

Between the largest VC investors participating in the crypto 
space, only $1.3 billion of capital has been deployed of a total 
$59 billion in committed capital. We anticipate VC investment 
may post another strong year in 2019 at more attractive 
valuations and as infrastructure service providers deploy 
capital, scale, and consolidate. While VC funds have been 
known to invest directly in digital assets, we expect the majority 
of deployed funds to go towards equity stakes in companies 
providing services in the industry.

39 “Top 50 Venture Capital Firms Investing in Blockchain Companies,” CryptoFundResearch (https://cryptofundresearch.com/top-50-venture-capital-firms-investing-blockchain-companies/)
40 CoinDesk blockchain venture capital tracker (https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-venture-capital)
41 “Introducing a16z Crypto,” a16zcrypto launch announcement (https://a16zcrypto.com/)
42 “Report: Harvard, Stanford, MIT Endowments All Invest in Crypto Funds,” CoinTelegraph (https://cointelegraph.com/news/report-harvard-stanford-mit-endowments-all-invest-in-crypto-funds)
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43 “Regulating Cryptocurrencies: Assessing Market Reactions,” BIS Quarterly Review (https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1809f.htm)

Regulation: clear as mud

Key Takeaways:
 » Regulators around the world stepped up enforcement efforts in 2018, focusing on ICOs, funds, and exchanges
 » US federal regulators lag behind European and Asian counterparts in clarifying regulatory stance
 » Expect slow regulatory progress as countries and states focus on legislation addressing cryptocurrencies

The lack of regulatory guidance and a more aggressive, 
global enforcement presence took everyone for a ride in 
2018, threatening markets and mainstream adoption.

Historically, regulators took action through public warning 
circulars. As crypto markets grew, regulators began 
releasing directives, filing subpoenas, engaging in public 
hearings, and issuing enforcement actions, targeted at 
individuals and enterprises. Regulatory headlines were 
impactful enough for the September 2018 BIS Quarterly 
Review to include a study that demonstrated crypto 
markets “react substantially to news about regulatory 
actions.”43

Much of 2018 was spent watching and waiting for progress 
on the regulatory treatment of cryptocurrency products. 
Unfortunately, holding your breath for this outcome would 
have meant near-certain asphyxiation. In this section, we 
provide a summary of the critical events that took place in 
2018 and a brief outlook on what to look out for from the 
United States, Europe, and Asia.

United States

The regulatory landscape for cryptocurrencies in the 
United States spans several stakeholders: the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC), the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network (FinCEN), the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS), individual state regulators, and others. Most 
US regulators have involved themselves in some capacity; 
the SEC interprets many cryptocurrencies as securities 
offerings, the CFTC treats them as commodities, FinCEN 
characterizes them as money, and the IRS taxes them as 
property. We will let Kraken’s compliance team report for 
2018 speak for itself, presented as figure 11.
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44 HoweyCoins website (https://www.howeycoins.com/index.html)
45 SEC litigations (https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases.shtml) and administrative actions (https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/adminarchive/adminarc2018.shtml)
46 SEC trading suspensions (https://www.sec.gov/litigation/suspensions.shtml)
47 “Digital Asset Transactions: When Howey Met Gary,” William Hinman Remarks at the Yahoo Finance All Markets Summit: Crypto (https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/speech-hinman-061418)
48 “Dissent of Commissioner Hester M. Peirce,” Hester Peirce dissent on Winklevoss ETP application denial (https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/peirce-dissent-34-83723)
49 “Cryptocurrency Regulation Requires a ‘Do No Harm’ Approach, US Regulator Says,” CNBC (https://www.cnbc.com/2018/09/14/do-no-harm-in-regulating-cryptocurrencies-but-be-vigilant-cftc.html)
50 “A Primer on Smart Contracts,” LabCFTC (https://www.cftc.gov/sites/default/files/2018-11/LabCFTC_PrimerSmartContracts112718.pdf)
51 “Remarks of Commissioner Brian Quintenz at the 38th Annual GITEX Technology Week Conference,” CFTC Speeches & Testimony (https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/SpeechesTestimony/opaquintenz16)
52 “Wyoming Aims to be America’s Cryptocurrency Capital,” Bloomberg (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-15/wyoming-aims-to-be-america-s-cryptocurrency-capital)
53 “Ohio Becomes the First State to Allow Taxpayers to Pay Tax Bills Using Cryptocurrency,” Forbes (https://www.forbes.com/sites/kellyphillipserb/2018/11/26/ohio-becomes-the-first-state-to-allow-taxpayers-to-pay-tax-bills-using-

cryptocurrency/#ec775956b049)
54 “Vermont Governor Signs Bill Clearing Way for Blockchain Companies,” CoinDesk (https://www.coindesk.com/vermontdao-state-governor-signs-bill-clearing-way-blockchain-companies)
55 California to appoint a blockchain working group to define blockchain and report potential uses, risks, and benefits of blockchain technology (https://legiscan.com/CA/text/AB2658/2017)
56 “SEC Official Says ‘Plain English’ Guidance on ICOs is Coming,” CoinDesk (https://www.coindesk.com/sec-official-says-plain-english-guidance-on-icos-is-coming)
57 SEC Rule 430. Appeal of Actions Made Pursuant to Delegated Authority (https://www.sec.gov/about/rulesprac072003.htm#430)
58 CFTC Request for Input on Crypto-asset Mechanics and Markets (https://www.cftc.gov/sites/default/files/2018-12/federalregister121118.pdf)
59 Colorado Digital Token Act exempting cryptocurrencies from state securities laws (https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2019A/bills/2019a_023_01.pdf)

Given the explosion of ICO activity in late-2017 and the SEC’s icy reception, the market sought guidance on the application of 
securities regulations to novel cryptocurrency applications, including utility tokens. Instead of blue sky guidelines or some form 
of a regulatory sandbox, the SEC spent much of 2018 scrutinizing ICOs and public company disclosures on blockchain-related 
announcements. Much of this scrutiny culminated in settled enforcement actions, suggesting a preference for guidance-through-
enforcement. In addition to posting several public advisories, including a mock ICO offering, called HoweyCoins,44 the SEC brought 
over a dozen enforcement actions against ICOs, promoters, brokers, and exchanges45 and suspended trading in over a half-dozen 
publicly traded companies.46

The most important market signal from the SEC came during informal remarks from SEC commissioner William Hinman who noted that 
digital assets may become “sufficiently decentralized” and may “no longer represent a security offering.”47 These remarks rekindled 
the debate on utility tokens and left many unanswered questions, like, “how decentralized is decentralized?” SEC commissioner 
Hester Peirce also shared an interesting perspective in her dissent of the SEC’s denial of a bitcoin ETF application, noting that the 
SEC may have overstepped the scope of its required review. In particular, she highlighted that market participants might now view a 
future SEC approval decision as a judgment call on the merits of bitcoin as a sound investment, given the significant scrutiny placed 
on the product.48 CFTC Chairman Christopher Giancarlo was heralded by the industry for his “do no harm” approach to regulating 
cryptocurrencies.49 More recently, the CFTC took interest in smart contracts, publishing a primer50 and contemplating how regulatory 
enforcement might apply to decentralized applications.51 Looking to broader legislative efforts, little progress has been made in terms 
of federal legislation. Several states - including Wyoming,52 Ohio,53 Vermont,54 and California55 - are introducing legal frameworks 
specifically for cryptocurrencies to attract investment and industry. 

Moving to 2019, we anticipate additional enforcement actions from the SEC and the CFTC, targeting fraud in particular. Though the 
SEC indicated it would introduce informal, “plain English” guidance on ICOs and offerings of securities, this is unlikely to introduce a 
novel stance or interpretation.56 We believe the SEC is caught in a political trap, either they: 1) embrace a fast-paced technology that 
may democratize capital formation more than equity crowdfunding and assume consumer protection risks; or 2) stand by a framework 
that has weathered nearly a century of practice and legal precedence. We had hoped to see more progress along thread #1, but the 
SEC’s conservative approach in 2018 suggests path #2 is more likely going forward. Under these circumstances, only a viable threat 
to US hegemony as the center for capital formation will cause the SEC and lawmakers to radically rethink legislative measures and 
reform. As noted earlier, we expect little-to-no movement in the ETF rulemaking process in 2019. It is unclear how long commissioners 
may review prior ETF decisions made under staff delegation. Based on Rule 430, a prerequisite for judicial (court) review of final 
decisions is a commissioner-level review,57 which implies the only certainty in 2019 is that there will be no court challenge until 
the commissioners release their review. In the derivatives space, we expect the CFTC to engage more actively in connection with 
new CFTC-regulated products in 2019, including Bakkt’s physically-delivered bitcoin futures and derivatives launched by NASDAQ 
and ErisX. Given the CFTC’s recent request for input on ethereum,58 we believe there is a reasonable likelihood that the first ether 
derivative product will trade sometime in 2019. We don’t anticipate any meaningful federal legislative reform of traditional markets 
with respect to cryptocurrencies during this Congress, but we are excitedly keeping our eyes peeled on state-level initiatives. For 
example, senators from Colorado jointly filed a bill - the “Colorado Digital Token Act” - proposing that cryptocurrencies with “primarily 
consumptive” purpose be exempted from securities laws if not marketed for speculative or investment purposes.59 In the long-run, 
these state-led efforts may shape federal thinking on the crypto industry.
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Europe

Regulation in Europe took on a grassroots effort as individual countries rolled out novel regulatory frameworks to specifically address 
cryptocurrencies. 

In Switzerland, the Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) released ICO guidelines in February 2018 that defined 
cryptocurrencies as payment tokens, utility tokens, or asset tokens, based on their function and transferability.60 Switzerland later 
issued its first FINMA-regulated asset management license to provide investment advisory and management services to institutional 
investors.61

Malta made waves after introducing three legislative measures to create the Malta Digital Innovation Authority, responsible for 
promoting and growing the blockchain industry and regulating ICOs.62,63,64 Many in the industry now refer to Malta as “blockchain 
island” after a number of large, global cryptocurrency exchanges, including Binance,65 OKEx,66 and Bittrex,67 announced plans 
to operate within the Maltese regulatory framework. Similarly, Gibraltar passed legislative measures in January 2018 addressing 
businesses that use distributed ledger technology to store or transmit value.68

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) stepped up efforts to supervise and provide advisory on the risks of cryptocurrencies. In 
mid-2018, the FCA issued a notice to banks providing financial services to the crypto industry, asking them to take “particular care” 
given the potential anonymity and mobility of cryptocurrencies, while acknowledging that motivations for using cryptocurrency are 
not criminal in nature.69 The FCA also launched investigations into 67 businesses as of November 2018, looking to determine whether 
their operations required FCA authorization.70

At the pan-European level, the European Parliament voted to include cryptocurrencies in Europe’s 5th anti-money laundering directive 
(5AMLD).71 Additionally, the Securities and Markets Stakeholder Group, an advisor to the European Securities and Markets Authority 
(ESMA), recommended that ESMA extend its regulatory framework under MiFID, Prospectus Regulation, and Market Abuse Directives 
to capture various types of cryptocurrencies (commodities, payment tokens, utility tokens, asset tokens, etc.) and regulate them 
accordingly.72 For now, the ESMA has temporarily restricted the marketing, distribution, and sale of CFDs and other derivatives on 
cryptocurrencies.73

In Europe, we believe there will be a flurry of legislation in 2019 addressing cryptocurrencies as part of broader 5AMLD compliance 
initiatives, which member states must implement by January 10, 2020.74 Further, we expect more guidance from the ESMA on the 
classification and regulation of various cryptocurrencies, with formal EU-wide legislative measures delayed until at least 2020, 
due to rulemaking processes. In the UK, we expect feedback on the FCA’s stance on cryptocurrency derivatives traded on licensed 
exchanges75 and a potential expansion of the FCA’s regulatory authority to quell concerns around money laundering and consumer 
protection.76 We anticipate other smaller member states may introduce legal frameworks in 2019 to compete with the likes of 
Switzerland and Malta; long-term, these developments should be positive for the crypto industry.
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Asia

Asian regions took a distinctly forceful position on cryptocurrencies relative to the US and Europe, shaped dramatically by macro 
policies and local exchange compromises.

China stood by the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) September 2017 ban of cryptocurrency exchanges, information providers, and 
ICOs.77 During 2018, the PBOC cracked down on OTC trading services,78 cut online access to overseas exchange platforms,79 and 
continued to threaten ICO issuers with punishment.80 China further stepped up efforts in the second half of 2018, preventing venues 
from hosting cryptocurrency events,81 pressuring payment platforms WeChat and Alipay to block transactions linked to digital 
assets,82 censoring online forum activity on Baidu83 and WeChat,84 extending regulatory scrutiny to airdrops,85 and labeling security 
token offerings (STOs) as an “illegal financing activity.”86 We expect no change in China’s approach to the crypto industry, though 
the market has substantially de-risked negative Chinese headlines. Our position is that China is more likely to be a “fast-follower” 
of cryptocurrency acceptance, but only if strong economic motivations exist. Outside of mainland China, Hong Kong is pursuing a 
framework for potential regulation via the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC).87

Japan’s regulatory scene evolved tremendously in 2018, sparked by the high profile compromise of Coincheck, which resulted in 
the theft of $532 million of cryptocurrency.88 Japan’s Financial Services Agency (JFSA), the country’s financial watchdog and the 
virtual currency exchange license coordinator, subsequently announced regular on-site inspections of cryptocurrency exchanges in 
the country.89 Inspections were followed by business improvement proposals, addressing security and business management. By 
April 2018, over a dozen local exchanges joined to form the Japan Virtual Currency Exchange Association (JVCEA),90 an SRO that was 
granted official regulatory status in October by the JFSA.91 In collaboration with the JFSA, the JVCEA also agreed to implement a strict 
code of conduct and to remove support for cryptocurrencies focused on privacy and anonymity, such as Monero.92 Despite increased 
regulatory scrutiny, interest from fintech services, new exchanges, and even public companies led to explosive growth in applicants 
vying for virtual currency exchange licensing, with over 200 applicants in queue as of December.93 With the inclusion of Coincheck 
in January 2019, there are now 17 licensed virtual currency exchange operators.94 We expect the JVCEA to take a more central 
role in defining standards for member exchanges conducting business in Japan in 2019. The JFSA is currently studying regulatory 
frameworks for wallet service providers, primarily with respect to anti-money laundering and digital asset security,95 and registration 
requirements for ICOs.96 These two regulatory tracks will be a major focus for 2019 as the crypto industry matures in Japan. We 
believe that collaborative efforts between the JFSA and the crypto industry can deliver a comprehensive legislative and regulatory 
framework over the next two years that represents a medium- and long-term positive catalyst for the industry.

South Korea began 2018 with the rollout of the “real-name” system, which required cryptocurrency exchanges to link user accounts 
with verified, local bank accounts.97 Banks initially chose to halt services to cryptocurrency exchanges, but quickly reversed their 
decision after pressure from the Korean Financial Services Commission (FSC).98 Additionally, the Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) 
and Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) were instructed to supervise exchanges as they revised terms of service, ceased services 
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to foreigners and minors,99 and restricted advertising that encouraged cryptocurrency speculation.100 Following a number of 
investigations into local banks and exchange platforms, 14 exchanges formed the Korean Blockchain Association (KBA) to self-
regulate and maintain minimum standards.101 Two Korean platforms - Coinrail and Bithumb - were compromised in mid-2018, spurring 
another round of broad investigations into the security and management of local cryptocurrency exchanges,102 of which only one-
third passed in-depth security inspections.103 Due to the growth of cryptocurrency exchange businesses, the South Korea Internet 
and Security Agency (KISA) will now require platforms to obtain an information security management system (ISMS) license, which 
governs management systems and security protocols.104 We expect ongoing progress at the National Assembly as they introduce new 
legislation regarding ICOs and exchange platforms in 2019, though the level of urgency has dropped significantly since early-2018. 
Longer term, efforts by the KBA and KISA to reduce exchange breaches should continue to bolster market maturity in the region.
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The debate on blockchain scaling raged on into 2018 as market 
participants came to terms with the pace of blockchain disruption. 
Lofty expectations that drove a hyperactive ICO investment 
cycle were based on unbounded faith in underlying blockchain 
infrastructure, particularly the bitcoin and ethereum networks. 
Record congestions levels, as measured by the number of 
unconfirmed transactions in the mempool (figure 13), brought the 
technical limitations of blockchain technology to the forefront. At 
its peak, there were over 137MBs of backlogged bitcoin transaction 
data, representing nearly a full day of mining throughput.105 Though 
scalability alone did not cause the market pullback in 2018, it 
represented a wake-up call to those who believed a technological 
revolution could take hold as fast as a new cryptocurrency coming 
to market.

Looking back to December 2017, individuals performing on-chain 
bitcoin transactions were paying as much as $37.49/tx for next-
block confirmations.106 Five days prior to this marked bitcoin’s 
all-time-high.107 Similarly, ethereum experienced significant on-
chain congestion and fees as high as $4.15/tx in January 2018. 
Notably, ether prices hit their all-time high the very next day. 108 
In ethereum’s case, the first brush with non-malicious congestion 
coincided with the decentralized application (DApp) craze, fueled 
by CryptoKitties in late-2017.109,110

Blockchain scaling: so much little time and so little much to do

Key Takeaways:
 » Rush to purchase cryptocurrency in 2018 exposed shortfalls in the current scalability of blockchain technology
 » Development communities re-prioritized scaling roadmaps and “second layer” solutions 
 » Progress on bitcoin’s Lightning Network continues; ethereum community reprioritizes Casper and sharding roadmap

Looking at overall throughput, record bitcoin transaction volume came in December 2017 with just over 490k transactions confirmed 
in a single day;111 ethereum followed shortly after with a record 1.35 million transaction confirmations in a single day in January 2018 
(figure 14). Compared with traditional payment networks like Visa, with 5.6 billion daily transaction capacity,112 or the US Fedwire, 
which averages 600,000 daily transactions,113 blockchain technology has room for improvement. That said, it’s remarkable to consider 
the number of transactions conducted on a trustless basis every day, underpinned by Internet mobility and censorship resistance. In 
the long-run, we’re very optimistic on improvements to Internet network infrastructure, which carry positive externalities to blockchain 
scaling efforts while developers focus on ‘second layer’ scaling implementations. Until then, scaling remains a limiting factor and 
progress towards commercial disruption will take time. We believe the visible and differentiated scaling efforts of the bitcoin and 
ethereum protocols in 2019 will be important indicators of the pace and direction of longer-term blockchain scaling.
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          Bitcoin

Over the last year-and-a-half, the bitcoin protocol has pursued 
both on-chain and second-layer scaling development through 
segregated witness (SegWit) and the Lightning Network. The 
next major scaling-related upgrade will be the implementation 
of Schnorr signatures, a signature algorithm designed to 
reduce blockchain data bloat and improve privacy.114 The Bitcoin 
Improvement Proposal (BIP) for Schnorr signatures has been 
released115 and the community is currently working to test and 
build consensus around the upgrade.116 Given the difficulty in 
forming consensus on the bitcoin protocol, it’s important to note 
that Schnorr can be implemented as a soft fork.117

Though on-chain development for bitcoin has been slow, much 
of the public attention over bitcoin’s roadmap has focused on 
off-chain solutions, particularly the Lightning Network (LN). 
Lightning Labs released the first mainnet implementation of 
the LN in March 2018, a major milestone towards transitioning 
to off-chain payment channels.118  Since the launch of the LN, 
network capacity has grown to over $2 million worth of bitcoin 
and current fee rates to confirm a transaction average… wait for 
it... 1 satoshi, or $0.000035!119 Cryptograffiti recently conducted 
an art auction where the lowest bidder won, selling a piece 
for 1 milli-satoshi, or $0.000000037, and settling the payment 
on the LN.120 Considering Visa recently processed $23 billion 
in daily average transaction volume,121 and assuming an average fee of 1.5% for card transactions, the potential disruption of the 
LN, which currently boasts fees as low as 0.0004% for a $10 purchase, is spectacular. The scope of LN usage is currently limited122 
and the effectiveness of its architecture as a viable scaling solution is yet to be tested,123 but progress towards a production-ready 
implementation is being made and we plan to closely monitor the situation going forward.

        Ethereum

Like bitcoin, development on ethereum in 2018 largely focused on accelerating scaling solutions that would power a growing 
population of tokens and DApps. Initially, the roadmap called for the release of a hybrid proof-of-stake (PoS) and proof-of-work (PoW) 
consensus mechanism124 alongside an on-chain scaling solution, called sharding. Declining congestion levels and the difficulty of 
transitioning a hybrid consensus mechanism to a full-PoS consensus mechanism motivated developers to call for a full PoS upgrade, 
called Casper, in 2019 under the new Ethereum 2.0 roadmap.125 Though the intermediate hybrid approach would improve network 
throughput in the short-run, it would have required a full two rebuilds of the protocol design to ultimately transition to PoS. The new 
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Ethereum 2.0 roadmap will also include changes that more seamlessly facilitate a future upgrade to include sharding. The first major 
upgrade towards Casper implementation, Constantinople, will take place in February 2019, which will include a 33% reduction in 
block mining reward.126 There is some skepticism as to whether a full Casper implementation can take place this year given the sheer 
breadth of updates required and corresponding testing, along with a history of rollout delays, but great care has been taken to pursue 
stable, not rushed, development.127,128 Progress on scaling of ethereum and other, similar smart contract protocols, will be critical 
towards deploying commercial-scale DApps in the future.
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on-demand client service. Sign up for a free account in minutes at  www.kraken.com/sign-up. We look forward to welcoming you.

For multi-exchange charting, trading, portfolio tracking, and high resolution historical data, please visit https://cryptowat.ch. Create a 
free Cryptowatch account today at https://cryptowat.ch/account/create and enjoy a 14 day trial of premium service.

For OTC-related execution services or inquiries, please direct your communication to otc@kraken.com or to your account manager.
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